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CableRail®

CableRail Sub® 
buries cables along 
railway tracks. Fast.

www.sits-france.com
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INSTALLATION SPEED 

420 
metres/hour

DEPTH 

80
cm maximum

CABLE DIAMETER 

8
cm maximum

NUMBER OF CABLES 

6
cables maximum

Cable reels.

Unrolling guide.

Remote-control regulation of 
the burial plough depth and its 
distance from the rail.

As the train advances, unrolling and 
burial of cables and their warning tape.

Burial plough.

DIRECTION OF TRAIN MOVEMENT >>>

Fast, safe, versatile 
and economical,
CableRail Sub® from SITS buries cables for 
railway signalling and for telecommunication.

CableRail Sub® buries either copper cables or high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) tubes for fibre optics up to 80 centimetres deep. 

CableRail Sub® unrolls and buries up to 6 copper cables or HDPE tubes of 
a diameter of up to 8 centimetres each at a speed of 420 metres/hour.

In a single pass, CableRail Sub® performs a complete burial that makes 
the cables invisible and difficult for wrongdoers to access.
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Simplification 
A need for fewer vehicles, 
machines, operators and 
road access points, which 
reduces the complexity of 
projects and facilitates their 
management.

Our strengths 
CableRail Sub® buries copper cables and HDPE tubes for fibre optics 
along railway tracks. CableRail Sub® offers the following advantages over 
conventional methods.

Speed 
Automation of cable burial requiring few 
operators and allowing rapid advancement. 

Rapid deployment and stowage of the system 
CableRail Sub® thanks to an integrated 
equipment handling crane and clip-on 
mechanical hands.

Ease of access 
CableRail Sub® rolls on 
the rails. It buries cables 
in zones with limited road 
access or that are steeply 
sloped or otherwise difficult 
for trackside machines 
to work in.

Adaptability to obstacles 
In the course of a continuous cable burial 
session, an operator uses a wireless unit to 
control hydraulics that adjust the position and 
orientation of the CableRail Sub® cable plough 
in line with track cant and trackside topography 
and obstacles.

CableRail Sub® 
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Our services 
SITS developed CableRail Sub® in the context of one of its core competencies: 
planning and installing electrical and communications networks in the railway 
environment. 

Adaptability to the 
needs of the customer 

SITS can adapt the system 
CableRail Sub® to your 
regulatory or physical 

constraints and thus help 
you attain your objectives.

Supporting 
services 

SITS offers training 
for operators and a 

maintenance service 
for the system 

CableRail Sub®.

A specific tool that 
is adapted to its task 

The result is a 
high-performance 

technology optimised 
for burying cables along

 railway tracks. 

Transport on the work train of the cables or HDPE tubes to be buried. 
Elimination of the costs of previous deployment of these elements on the ground 
along a railway track and of the corresponding risks of theft or vandalism.

Safety for on-site operators, the infrastructure and railway operations. 
Protection of cables against wrongdoers.  
Possibly contaminated soil does not come to the surface.

Safety

Transport of elements to be buried
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Maximum extension  
for cable burial

Minimum extension  
for cable burial

1680 mm
mini

2468 mm
mini

2538 mm
mini

1435 mm

1750 mm
mini

Mast, signal, wall 
or other fixed obstacle

1435 mm

3230 mm
maxi

4018 mm
maxi

CableRail Sub® can bury cables between 
the track and catenary masts.
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CableRail Sub® from SITS

Phone: +33 1 34 97 34 28
cablerail@sits-france.com

SITS - Société d’Installation 
Téléphonique et Signalisation

(Company for telephony 
installation and signalling)

Z.A. des Marceaux 
15, rue Gustave Eiffel 

78710 Rosny-sur-Seine – France 
Phone: +33 1 34 97 34 00 

Fax: +33 1 34 97 34 09

The headquarters of SITS in Rosny-sur-Seine is 55 km by fast train or the motorway to the west of Paris.
© SITS October 2016

Contact us  
To learn more about how CableRail Sub® 

can support your projects, contact us. 

www.sits-france.com

Our cable burial campaigns
Since 2011, the system CableRail Sub® has buried cables and HDPE fibre-optic 
tubes along some 1100 kilometres of the French railway network, including:

300 kilometres on high-speed lines (LGVs), including the Rhine-Rhône LGV 
(Mulhouse-Dijon), the line from Perpignan to the Spanish border and the Est 
Européenne LGV extension to Strasbourg.

800 kilometres on legacy lines.


